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Upsets and Close Calls 

 

In the girl’s category for the Doubles event, Adina Maria Cuchirita (QC) and Mariana Ramirez 
(QC) were able to upset the second seeded pairing of Benita Zhou (BC) and Isabelle Xiong (BC) 

in four games to advance to the finals.  

 

The winners encountered Yu-Hsan Chen (ON) and Joyce Xu (ON), who played a very close match 

against opponents Sophie Gauthier (QC) and Emilia Cabrera Mallette (QC) in the semi finals. 

After losing the first two games, the Ontario pairing narrowly escaped defeat by winning the 

fifth game 11-9.  

 

They then went on to win the gold medal in a decisive 3-1 victory against the Quebec duo of 

Cuchirita and Ramirez.  

 

The boy’s semi finals saw Jeremy Hazin (ON) and Alexander Bu (ON) face fellow provincial 

teammates Terence Yeung (ON) and Austin Yimin Lin (ON). After suffering an initial setback 

lagging behind 0-2, Hazin and Bu succeeded in winning three consecutive games, securing 

themselves a place in the finals. On the neighboring table, Edward Ly (QC) and Tommy Xu (QC) 

played against fellow Quebecoise Matteo Martin (QC) and Zakary Raymond (QC), both pairs 

bereft of coaches. The second seeded duo of Xu and Ly dominated 3-0.  

 

The boy’s doubles finals proved to be a suspenseful and intense match that attracted an 

audience consisting of what appeared to be the entire gym. Both pairs were cheered on by a 

loud and enthusiastic crowd. 

 

At 9-9 in the fifth game, Hazin looped a ball that brushed against the top of the net, and Xu was 

unable to recover the dribbling ball. At 10-9, Hazin’s shot hit the edge of the table, to the great 

consternation of the Quebec duo and astonishment of the watching crowd.  

 

It was certainly a twist of that fickle thing called luck.  

 

With the Junior teams and doubles events having concluded, the attention now shifts to the 

highly anticipated singles events.  

 

 

 

 


